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    Team One Patriots T.O.P. (Lyrics)  --parenthesis has an extra note 

 

Hook: 

 

Seek the truth, with Team One Patriots 

Bounce, a little head nod, bounce (two times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Free Press rebuke the death oblivious keeps messin' 

Those treason traitors war with peace needs a good lesson 

From the court of public opinion in session 

That's right we're the Patriots so keep blessin' 

 

Fascism wrapped in a flag meet con-fession 

Disinfect the nation from the evil possession 

Dispensation yeah quite a global expression 

We're clever together even better G.O. impression 

 

Footstool thinks it's a game reality TV shame 

Disinformation stain back to basics glitch game 

World is us together still the lies denies climate change 

Spirit threaded through the flesh love truly here to reign 

 

Ear to ear we think clear magic peace is ruling real (peace to Doc) 

God's on the throne liar leaders glitch n' stupid still (nice one, yup, “the Glitch n stupid show”) 

(They) Wasting time everyday, we work it through then we chill 

All to the good so keep it cool until the people feel 
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Hook: 

 

…truth (seek the truth 2nd time), with Team One Patriots 

Bounce, a little head nod, bounce (two times) 

 

Verse: 

 

We forget even Lenin remnant glitch wants to live (because of their perdition behavior? and they have 

children? it doesn’t make any sense, because the world is effected by them, which they are included in? 

difficult to explain? Annnnyway, their mind is a contradiction…) 

Such (a) contradiction "skid stains" really never gives (ha ha “skid stains” good one) 

Watch Heaven and Earth connect don't forget a humor shiv (shed some light on “26”) 

Hopefully it's future Green Tech people will forgive 

 

Road to power on a lie another birther demagogue 

Nothing new except the family needed more than "vomit dog" (bannon returns to it’s vomit, or the 

fascist leader’s vomit that is) 

Returns to its verbal mess we pray for help from Mother God 

Patriarchy virus oblivious to the higher odds 

 

Write it off keep your purpose let the people take a knee 

R e s p e c t simple peace internally 

Everlasting Faith we're a glimpse of Grace sufficiently 

Time to heal the News public interest one community 

 

"Guilty mess" is absolutely absolute power (what the Revolutionary war was fought against, and yet 

here is an “absolute power” glitch again) 

Same drama arguments distractions every hour 

Every little snit it makes show accusers to the cower (every time glitch mentions an accuser of 

someone taking a “Moral Stance” against the segregationists, then show the “birtherism president’s 25 

or so harassment accusers…gotta do it…peace be with us) 
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Obviously scratch it out so Patriots devour 

 

(A few good names for glitch in parentheses this time. Good work               gettin stuff off tha chest) 

 

Hook: 

 

Seek the truth, with Team One Patriots 

Bounce, a little head nod, bounce (four times) 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace. Quantum universe is 1 time zone, the rest is relative (if U dig      )... peace...lie and deny will 

need to choose love to live (at some point)...and Rapture spiritual laws hold true, through the ages. 

We are witnessing truth. And those "sleeper demon calculations" cause crisis and tries to say that it 

saves, it says the people are the enemy? The glitch liar is the true enemy... the questions are 

answering themselves... as a spirit threads through the flesh (with love of course         , yup the lyrics 

are our little “love note” and express to share with U, if U dig. Team One foreveh).. teaching love and 

peace to heal the "day to day". One Love is truth. Peace. 

 


